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Abstract—This review is an attempt to untangle the complex-
ity of transtibial prosthetic socket fit and perhaps find some 
indication of whether a particular prosthetic socket type might 
be best for a given situation. In addition, we identified knowl-
edge gaps, thus providing direction for possible future 
research. We followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting 
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines, 
using medical subject headings and standard key words to 
search for articles in relevant databases. No restrictions were 
made on study design and type of outcome measure used. 
From the obtained search results (n = 1,863), 35 articles were 
included. The relevant data were entered into a predefined data 
form that included the Downs and Black risk of bias assess-
ment checklist. This article presents the results from the sys-
tematic review of the quantitative outcomes (n = 27 articles). 
Trends indicate that vacuum-assisted suction sockets improve 
gait symmetry, volume control, and residual limb health more 
than other socket designs. Hydrostatic sockets seem to create 
less inconsistent socket fittings, reducing a problem that 
greatly influences outcome measures. Knowledge gaps exist in 
the understanding of clinically meaningful changes in socket 
fit and its effect on biomechanical outcomes. Further, safe and 
comfortable pressure thresholds under various conditions 
should be determined through a systematic approach.

Key words: amputation, patellar tendon bearing socket, pros-
thesis, PTB socket, quantitative outcome, socket, total surface 
bearing socket, transtibial, TSB socket, vacuum-assisted suc-
tion socket, VAS socket.

INTRODUCTION

More than a decade ago, people with lower-limb 
amputation stated socket fit as being the most important 
characteristic of a prosthesis [1]. Little seems to have 
changed to today, because more recently, participants in a 
study by Klute et al. reported that prosthetic sockets have 
top priority. Users expressed their wish for an adaptable 
prosthetic socket and suspension system that responds to 
residual limb changes, heat, and activity [2].

The subject remains complex and challenging, 
mostly because a prosthetic socket is the mechanical cou-
pling between the human and the artificial limb. Loads 

Abbreviations: ADL = activity of daily living, DBS = Downs 
and Black score, EMG = electromyography, GRF = ground 
reaction force, HS = hydrostatic, PEQ = Prosthetic Evaluation 
Questionnaire, PTB = patellar tendon bearing, SACH = solid 
ankle cushion heel, SC = supracondylar, SD = standard devia-
tion, TPI 90+ = time pressure integral when pressure exceeded 
90 percent of the maximal load, TSB = total surface bearing, 
VAS = vacuum-assisted suction.
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are transferred from the socket to the lower-limb skeleton 
via the residual limb soft tissue. Therefore, a successful 
socket depends on a snug fit, providing a stable socket 
and residual limb connection without jeopardizing user 
comfort or increasing experiences of pain and tissue 
breakdown [3]. However, the residual limb is not physio-
logically designed to tolerate forces and moments applied 
by the socket. Poor socket fit can result in excessive 
interface normal and shear stresses, increasing the possi-
bility of soft tissue breakdown. Poor socket fit can also 
influence use of the prosthesis as well as a user’s walking 
pattern, increasing the likelihood of other physical com-
plications and disorders [4]. Further, activities of daily 
living (ADLs) and social participation may also be influ-
enced by a poor socket, decreasing a user’s quality of life 
[4]. Furthermore, the residual limb is subjected to diurnal 
and long-term volume changes resulting in precarious 
socket-fit-related issues [5–6]. Prosthetists are therefore 
faced with the challenge of creating a viable interface 
between a relatively stiff environment (the prosthetic 
socket) and a surface-changing environment with various 
and variable properties (the residual limb). It is thus 
understandable that the prosthetic socket remains the 
number one priority for users. Wearing comfort depends 
to a great extent on socket shape and fit [1,7–8].

For this review, transtibial prosthetic socket designs 
were categorized into four main groups. These four 
groups are based on the load transfer mechanisms [1]. 
The patellar tendon bearing (PTB) socket’s load is pro-
portionally transferred to the residual limb based on gait 
biomechanics and soft tissue “pressure tolerant limits” 
according to Radcliffe [9]. Radcliffe defined the patellar 
tendon, anterior medial tibia flare, anterior muscular 
compartment, and popliteal area as the “pressure toler-
ant” areas, while the fibular head, anterior tibia crest, and 
anterior distal tibia were believed to be sensitive regions 
[2]. The total surface bearing (TSB) socket incorporates 
elastomeric liner materials, claiming to apply pressure 
more evenly over the entire residual limb than PTB sock-
ets [3,10]. The third socket design includes hydrostatic 
(HS) sockets, which are based on Pascal’s principle of 
fluid dynamics, created by using a pressure casting 
medium in combination with an elastomeric liner [4,11]. 
The last is the vacuum-assisted suction (VAS) socket, 
which creates an elevated negative pressure between 
liner and socket [12]. The negative pressure is claimed to 
increase the rate of fluid drawn into the residual limb, 
minimizing residual limb volume loss [13]. Improved 

proprioception, walking ability, and residual limb and 
socket coupling, as well as less pain and lower interface 
pressure during stance phase, have been reported [13–
16]. However, a lack of evidence exists to support the 
absolute indication of effect on user satisfaction, comfort, 
performance, mobility, and gait for these socket designs 
[17–24].

This review is an attempt to untangle the complexity 
of prosthetic socket fit and perhaps find some indication 
whether a particular prosthetic socket type might be best 
for a given situation. In order to do so, analysis of results 
was performed to find out whether a combination of vari-
ous outcome measures may show trends for the strength 
of a particular socket type in relation to specific outcome 
measures. We analyzed current evidence of the effect of 
available prosthetic socket designs on the combined char-
acteristic of qualitative and quantitative outcomes in per-
sons with a transtibial amputation. The results of our 
analysis of the qualitative outcomes published in “Sys-
tematic review of effects of current transtibial prosthetic 
socket designs—Part 1: Qualitative outcomes” (p. 491–
508) indicate that TSB sockets lead to greater activity 
levels and satisfaction than PTB sockets in active users, 
those with a traumatic cause of amputation, and younger 
users. In addition, evidence for VAS and HS sockets is 
not strong enough yet and further studies are much 
needed.

This article presents results of the analysis regarding 
the quantitative outcomes (e.g., gait analysis, interface 
pressure measurement). Further, it presents the results of 
studies comparing the cost of prosthetic services with the 
findings of subjective and/or objective outcome measures 
and suggests directions for future research in prosthetic 
socket designs.

METHODS

For the complete methods used, including eligibility 
criteria, sources of information and search, study selec-
tion, data collection process, and assessing risk of bias in 
selected studies, please see the “Methods” section in 
“Systematic review of effects of current transtibial pros-
thetic socket designs—Part 1: Qualitative outcomes” (p. 
493) in this issue. For additional information regarding 
search queries and data collection, see Appendixes 1 and 
2 (available online only).
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RESULTS

A PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram was created 
to summarize the study’s selection process and reasons 
for exclusions [25] (see Figure in “Systematic review of 
effects of current transtibial prosthetic socket designs—
Part 1: Qualitative outcomes,” p. 494).

Study Selection
For complete details, please see the “Study Selec-

tion” section “Systematic review of effects of current 
transtibial prosthetic socket designs—Part 1: Qualitative 
outcomes” (p. 493–94). Study selection resulted in 35 
articles to be considered for full review, with 27 specifi-
cally examining the effects of available socket designs on 
quantitative outcomes. The results of these 27 articles are 
presented here.

Study Characteristics
Tables 1 and 2 present the studies’ designs, settings, 

and corresponding Downs and Black scores (DBSs). 
Appendix 3 (available online only) presents the summary
data for each included study using a PICOS approach 
(participants, interventions, comparators, outcomes, and 
study design).

Methods of Studies
The methodological designs varied considerably 

across studies (Table 1). The most frequent design was a 
crossover design (n = 9) [27–28,30–33,41–43], followed 
by five single-subject/case studies [34–35,38–39,44], 
four randomized crossover trials [13–14,21,29], and three 
case series [26,46–47]. The remaining studies were 
repeated-measure design (n = 1) [45], randomized con-
trolled trials (n = 2) [22,24], cross-sectional design (n = 
2) [36–37], and prospective study (n = 1) [40] Table 1.

Participants
A total of 302 adult participants with amputation, 

with an average age of 42.64 yr, participated in the 
included studies. Studies reporting the sex of participants 
showed that the majority of participants were male (male: 
162 vs female: 37). Twenty-one studies reported the 
cause of amputation for participants, revealing that the 
majority of study participants were amputated due to 
trauma (n = 146). The cause of amputation for 50 partici-
pants was vascular insufficiency or diabetes, and 84 were 

amputated due to causes other than trauma, diabetes, or 
vascular insufficiency.

Intervention
PTB sockets were analyzed in three studies, two that 

did not report the type of suspension used and one that 
employed supracondylar (SC) or cuff suspension.

The TSB socket was used in 12 studies. Two studies 
used either silicone suction sockets or silicone liners. Ten 
studies compared the effects of liner material (type or 
thickness) or the suspension provided by liners (pin lock 
vs sleeve suspension [n = 2] and pin lock vs Seal-In [n = 
6]). One study compared PTB and TSB sockets, but the 
type of suspension used was not reported for either 
socket.

Four studies compared VAS sockets with TSB sock-
ets—two studies reported liner type for VAS socket (both 
used urethane). The TSB sockets were used with either 
urethane, Alpha liner, or gel liner. Four studies used VAS 
sockets only, but no information was provided for the 
type of liner tested, except for one study that used a ure-
thane liner for the TSB socket.

HS sockets (IceCast and Icex) were compared with 
PTB sockets (suspension not reported) in two studies. 
One study compared an Icex socket and TSB socket with 
Comfort and Two Color liners.

The adaptation time for the testing sockets varied, 
usually among studies. Six studies adopted a socket adap-
tation time of less than 3 mo, and in six studies, partici-
pants used their study prosthesis for a period of 3 mo or 
longer. In the remaining studies (n = 5), the wearing time 
was not consistent for participants, i.e., varied from less 
than 3 mo to 3 mo or longer. Socket adaptation time was 
not reported in 10 studies.

Outcomes
Because the type of outcome measures used was not 

considered to be a study selection criteria, the review 
identified 14 categories of outcome measures, of which 9 
were of quantitative nature. The categories for quantitative
outcomes include (1) gait parameters, (2) weight-bearing 
capability, (3) interface normal and shear stresses, (4) resid-
ual limb and socket movement, (5) residual limb volume 
control, (6) wound healing, (7) energy cost of walking, 
(8) muscle activity, and (9) time and cost of socket manu-
facturing. Results of each of these categories are pre-
sented later.
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Study Design Setting
Hoskins et al., 2014 [26] Case Series United States
Eshraghi et al., 2013 [27] Crossover Trial Laboratory, Malaysia
Brunelli et al., 2013 [28] Crossover Trial Italy
Eshraghi et al., 2012 [29] Randomized Crossover Trial Department of Rehabilitation, Malaya Uni-

versity, Malaysia
Ali et al., 2012 [30] Crossover Trial Department of Rehabilitation, Malaya Uni-

versity, Malaysia
Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [31] Case Report Department of Rehabilitation, Malaya Uni-

versity, Malaysia
Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [32] Crossover Trial Department of Rehabilitation, Malaya Uni-

versity, Malaysia
Boutwell et al., 2012 [33] Crossover Trial United States
Sanders & Fatone, 2011 [5] Case Series Laboratory, United States
Klute et al., 2011 [21] Randomized Crossover Trial Household, community, and laboratory 

environment, United States
Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [34] Crossover Trial Laboratory, Malaysia
Gerschutz et al., 2010 [35] Single-Subject Study Ohio Willow Wood Company, United 

States
Dumbleton et al., 2009 [36] Cross-sectional Study Rehabilitation center at hospital, United 

Kingdom
Lenka et al., 2008 [37] Cross-sectional Study India
Rogers et al., 2008 [38] Case Study Prosthetic clinic at university hospital, 

United States
Dou et al., 2006 [39] Single-Subject Study Laboratory, China
Selles et al., 2005 [24] Randomized Controlled Trial Rehabilitation center and prosthetic and 

orthotic facilities, the Netherlands
Aström & Stenström, 2004 [40] Prospective Study Department of Orthopaedics, Lund and 

Helsingborg, Sweden
Beil & Street, 2004 [41] Crossover Trial Laboratory, United States
Datta et al., 2004 [22] Randomized Controlled Trial Amputee rehabilitation and prosthetic cen-

ter, United Kingdom
Goswami et al., 2003 [42] Crossover Trial TEC Interface Systems, United States
Beil et al., 2002 [14] Randomized Crossover Trial Laboratory, United States
Yiğiter et al., 2002 [43] Crossover Trial Laboratory, Turkey
Tanner & Berke, 2001 [44] Case Study University of Oklahoma, United States
Board et al., 2001 [13] Randomized Crossover Trial Laboratory, United States
Isakov et al., 2000 [45] Repeated Measure Design Laboratory, Israel
Zhang et al., 1998 [46] Case Series King’s Healthcare Rehabilitation Centre, 

United Kingdom

Risk of Bias Within Studies
The maximum DBS is 32; studies with a DBS 7 

were excluded. For the ease of synthesizing and catego-
rizing the results, studies with a DBS between 7 and 15 
were grouped as having weak evidence (n = 9), between 
16 and 23 as having moderate evidence (n = 16), and 
between 24 and 32 as having robust evidence (n = 2) 
(Table 2).

Syntheses of Results
A meta-analysis of the results was not possible 

because the included studies varied too greatly in their 
methodological design, intervention, participants, and 
outcome measures. Therefore, a qualitative synthesis of 
the results was performed. The results are listed in rela-
tion to the nine quantitative outcome measure categories 
identified previously, categorized according to socket 

Table 1.
Study designs and settings.
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type and ranked within each section in accordance to 
their level of evidence.

Gait Parameters
Eleven studies analyzed the effects of prosthetic 

socket design on gait parameters, such as walking speed 
or step symmetry. Out of these studies, three were classi-
fied as having weak evidence [37–38,40], six as having 
moderate evidence [22,28,33,43,45,48], and two as hav-
ing robust evidence [13,24].

PTB. Moderate evidence—According to a repeated-
measures design by Isakov et al. (DBS 16), single-limb 
support time and stance time were longer on the nonam-
putated side (0.41 vs 0.44 s and 0.71 vs 0.74 s, respec-
tively) in participants wearing PTB sockets with a solid 
ankle cushion heel (SACH) foot, while swing time (0.44 
vs 0.41 s), step time (0.58 vs 0.51 s), and step length 
(0.71 vs 0.69 m) were longer on the prosthetic side [45]. 
The knee angle at heel strike was larger with the pros-
thetic limb than with the nonamputated limb (7.5° vs 
4.36°). The maximum swing knee flexion and the knee 
flexion during loading response and at toe-off were not 
significantly different between the two legs, but suspen-
sion type was not mentioned.

Weak evidence—During walking, stance duration of 
the sound limb was reported to be longer in participants 
using PTB sockets and SACH feet compared with non-
disabled persons according to a cross-sectional study by 
Lenka et al (DBS 10) [37]. Younger participants (mean ± 
standard deviation [SD] age: 24 ± 3.8 yr) walked faster 
(1.12 ± 0.15 m/s vs 0.66 ± 0.14 m/s), had a higher step 
symmetry (99% vs 81%), and exerted more force to the 
prosthetic limb at heel strike and late stance (push-off) 
than older participants (mean ± SD age: 71 ± 6 yr). The 
difference between younger and older participants was 
reported to be larger than the difference between the 
younger and older nondisabled individuals. These larger 
forces exerted on the nonamputated limb could increase 
the possibility of knee osteoarthritis in the intact limb.

TSB. Moderate evidence—Researchers investigated 
the effect of liner thickness and the type of suspension 
provided by a liner in TSB sockets. Brunelli et al. (DBS 
22) reported that people with a TSB socket with sleeve 
suspension system demonstrated a floor walking speed of 
1.72 ± 0.18 m/s [28]. Subjects switched to a TSB socket 
with hypobaric Seal-In liner and were retested after a 
familiarization period of 7 wk. The floor walking speed 
was 1.24 ± 0.10 m/s, a decrease of 5.5 percent, but this 

difference was not statistically significant. Comparing a
9 mm-thick liner with a 3 mm-thick version in combina-
tion with a TSB socket, Boutwell et al. (DBS 20) 
reported no significant difference between the two liners 
in terms of various gait parameters such as walking 
speed, timing of vertical and fore-aft ground reaction 
forces (GRFs), loading peak relative to initial contact, 
stance knee flexion, and pelvic obliquity [33]. Differ-
ences, however, were found for the larger magnitude of 
vertical GRF and the loading peak (percent body weight) 
during 40 percent of stance phase in the 9 mm-thick liner 
only (103.9 ± 9.7 vs 106.9 ± 9.6). Boutwell et al. indi-
cated that this could not be attributed to the speed of 
walking because there was not a significant difference 
between liners in walking speed. They reasoned that this 
larger vertical GRF can be a result of decreased sensory 
input caused by the thicker gel liner and that, therefore, 
participants may have stepped more forcefully to 
increase the sensory feedback.

Weak evidence—Aström and Stenström (DBS 15) 
reported that in participants (mean age: 39.77 yr) fitted 
with a new TSB socket with polyurethane liner, comfort-
able and fast walking speeds increased compared with 
their previous prosthesis (Icelandic Roll-on Suction 
Socket [n = 5] or ethylene vinyl acetate socket [n = 2]) 
(mean difference: 0.72 ± 0.14 m/s and 0.75 ± 0.16 m/s, 
respectively) [40]. These differences were, however, not 
statistically tested. Additionally, the gait symmetry for 
temporal, stride, and kinematic variables were reported to 
stay similar irrespective of socket type used.

VAS. Weak evidence—In a case study, Rogers et al. 
(DBS 11) compared gait parameters of a participant 
wearing three different VAS sockets: one conventional 
socket and two with different wall-compliant features 
over the fibular head and distal tibia [38]. The partici-
pant’s cadence and walking speed were greatest in the 
VAS socket with the most compliant features. However, 
the GRFs were similar for all three sockets.

PTB versus TSB. Moderate evidence—Comparing 
the PTB and TSB sockets, Yiğiter et al. (DBS 19) showed 
that step length difference between the amputated side 
and the contralateral side was significantly smaller in 
prostheses fitted with a TSB socket (1.1 vs 5.0 cm) [43]. 
Participants also walked significantly faster (1.23 vs 
1.09 m/s) and had a higher cadence while wearing a TSB 
socket. In addition, the amputated side step length relative 
to the stride length was closer to normal with a TSB 
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Study
Reporting External 

Validity
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 SS EV1 EV2 EV3

Hoskins et al., 2014 [26] 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 1

Eshraghi et al., 2013 [27] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0

Brunelli et al., 2013 [28] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0

Eshraghi et al., 2012 [29] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0

Ali et al., 2012 [30] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0

Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [31] 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1

Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [32] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0

Boutwell et al., 2012 [33] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 1

Sanders & Fatone, 2011 [5] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 0 0 0

Klute et al., 2011 [21] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 0 1

Gholizadeh et al., 2012 [34] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 0 0 0

Gerschutz et al., 2010 [35] 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 7 0 0 0

Dumbleton et al., 2009 [36] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 1

Lenka et al., 2008 [37] 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1

Rogers et al., 2008 [38] 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 7 0 0 0

Dou et al., 2006 [39] 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1

Selles et al., 2005 [24] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 1

Aström & Stenström, 2004 [40] 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 1 1 1

Beil & Street, 2004 [41] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0

Datta et al., 2004 [22] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 0 0 1

Goswami et al., 2003 [42] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 0 0 1

Beil et al., 2002 [14] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 0 0 0

Yiğiter et al., 2002 [43] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 8 0 0 0

Tanner & Berke, 2001 [44] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 1

Board et al., 2001 [13] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 0 0 1

Isakov et al., 2000 [45] 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 8 0 0 0

Zhang et al., 1998 [46] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9 0 0 1

socket. However, the type of liner or the suspension 
mechanism used was not reported for either socket type.

PTB versus HS. Moderate evidence—A randomized 
control trial carried out by Datta et al. (DBS 23) showed 
no significant differences between PTB socket and Icex 
HS socket in any measured gait parameters or symmetry 
indexes [22]. Stride length, cadence, walking speed, tem-
poral symmetry, spatial symmetry, force symmetry, knee 
maximum flexion during stance and swing, and knee 
moments were all similar regardless of whether partici-
pants wore a PTB socket or an Icex HS socket.

TSB versus VAS. Robust evidence—Based on the 
results from a randomized crossover trial, Board et al. 
(DBS 24) reported that, compared with the TSB socket 
with sleeve suspension, the VAS socket resulted in 
increased step length symmetry (3.33 and 1.27, respec-
tively) and stance duration symmetry (3.79 and 2.75, 
respectively) [13]. The authors reasoned that less residual 
limb pistoning within the VAS socket may be the basis 
for the observed increase in gait symmetry.

TSB versus HS. Robust evidence—When analyzing 
the effect of HS Icex sockets versus TSB sockets with pin 
lock liner, Selles et al. (DBS 25) reported that there were 

Table 2.
Risk of bias within included studies using Downs and Black score (DBS). For description of score items, see Appendix 2 (available online only).

EV = external validity, IV = internal validity, P = power, R = reporting, SB = selection bias, SS = sum score.
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Internal Validity: Bias Internal Validity: Confounding 
(Selection Bias) P DBS

IV1 IV2 IV3 IV4 IV5 IV6 IV7 SS SB1 SB2 SB3 SB3 SB4 SB5 SS
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 13

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 17

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 22

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 22

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 22

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 21

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 20

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 13

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 3 22

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 19

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 13

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1 21

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 10

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 11

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 5 25

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 15

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 18

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 3 23

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 15

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 4 4 21

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 19

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 12

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 5 24

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 16

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 16

no significant differences in any of the kinematic vari-
ables measured, such as stride length, stride frequency, 
walking speed, swing symmetry, and stride length sym-
metry [24].

Weight-Bearing Capability: PTB versus TSB
Only one study with a moderate level of evidence 

reported results on prosthetic socket design and weight-
bearing capabilities (Yiğiter et al. [43]).

Moderate evidence—Comparing the PTB socket and 
the TSB socket, Yiğiter et al. (DBS 19) showed improved 

balance and weight-bearing in participants while they 
were fitted with a TSB socket [43].

Interface Normal and Shear Stresses
Nine studies reported normal and shear stresses of 

the interface. Seven studies were categorized as having 
moderate evidence [14,27,30,33,36,41,46] and the 
remaining were grouped as having weak evidence [38–
39]. None of the studies had robust evidence.

PTB. Moderate evidence—Based on a case series 
study, Zhang et al. (DBS 16) reported that the average 
peak pressure in a PTB socket ranged from 25 to 320 kPa 

Table 2. (cont)
Risk of bias within included studies using Downs and Black score (DBS). For description of score items, see Appendix 2 (available online only).

EV = external validity, IV = internal validity, P = power, R = reporting, SB = selection bias, SS = sum score.
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[46]. The maximum interface pressure during standing 
was recorded at the popliteal area with values of 125 and 
220 kPa during half and full body weight conditions, 
respectively. Other than the popliteal area, high pressures 
were also recorded at the medial and lateral tibia regions 
and at the anteriodistal tibia but not at the patellar tendon. 
Although the popliteal area had maximum pressure, this 
area did not have maximum shear stress. The maximum 
shear stress during standing was measured at the medial 
tibia and resulted in 33 and 43 kPa during half and full 
weight-bearing, respectively. The authors indicated that 
shear stress varied considerably between subjects and 
measurement areas. During walking, the average peak 
shear stress ranged from 5 to 61 kPa. The walking peak 
pressure was on average 3.4 ± 1.5 times larger than peak 
pressures obtained during double support standing and 
2.4 times larger than during single support. The authors 
reported that the resultant shear to pressure ratio ranged 
from 0.1 to 0.6, averaging 0.3 for the eight sites.

TSB. Moderate evidence—Beil and Street (DBS 18) 
reported that the average positive interface pressure dur-
ing stance was not significantly different between TSB 
sockets with pin lock mechanism (mean: 68.6 kPa, range: 
15.0–152.1 kPa) and TSB sockets with suction sleeve 
suspensions (mean: 66.4 kPa, range: 23.1–114.7 kPa) 
[41]. A 10 percent undersized urethane liner was used for 
both sockets while the hard sockets were undersized by 
4 percent. During swing phase, the positive pressure 
impulse and the average positive pressure values were 
not significantly different in any location measured, but 
the overall positive pressure impulse value showed a sig-
nificant difference between pin lock (3.5 ± 3.44 kPa) and 
suction sleeve (0.5 ± 0.65 kPa) suspension systems. In 
addition, during swing phase, the overall average positive 
pressure and the negative peak pressure at the distal 
region of the socket were significantly higher with pin lock
suspension than with suction sleeves (6.7 ± 5.98 kPa vs 
1.1 ± 1.58 kPa and 39.5 ± 14.81 kPa vs 26.1 ± 7.03 kPa,
respectively). However, the distal negative pressure 
impulse values were not different between the two sus-
pensions. The authors reasoned that the higher proximal 
pressure and distal negative pressure during swing phase 
could be due to the distal traction of the liner caused by 
the pin attachment and the resulting increased squeezing 
effect over the proximal residual limb [41].

According to a crossover trial by Eshraghi et al. 
(DBS 17), similar results for the Dermo pin lock liner 
were reported [27]. The authors measured the mean peak 

interface pressure for TSB sockets with three different 
liners (Seal-In, pin lock, and distal magnetic lock) during 
the swing phase using the Tekscan pressure measurement 
system. The pin lock liner showed a higher interface 
pressure than the distal magnetic liner at the proximal 
regions of both the anterior and posterior aspects and the 
distal region of the anterior aspects of the residual limb. 
The distal magnetic liner showed the smallest mean peak 
pressure over these regions (79.26 and 26.01 kPa, respec-
tively). At the medial and lateral aspects of the residual 
limb, there was no significant difference between pin 
lock and distal magnetic liner. The mean peak pressure 
for the Seal-In liner was highest at all four sites mea-
sured: 119.43, 65.29, 53.50, and 52.55 kPa for the ante-
rior, posterior, medial, and lateral locations, respectively.

Ali et al. (DBS 22) also showed that during level 
walking the mean peak interface pressure at the anterior, 
posterior, and medial aspects of the residual limb was 
higher with a Seal-In liner (84.9, 74.5, and 53.8 kPa, 
respectively) than a pin lock liner (60.2. 54.1, and 50.0 kPa,
respectively) [30]. Specifically, at the middle regions of 
the medial, anterior, and posterior aspects of the residual 
limb; at the proximal region of the anterior aspect; and at 
the posterior and distal regions of the anterior and medial 
aspects of the residual limb, the mean peak interface 
pressure was higher in the Seal-In liner than the pin-lock 
liner. The authors explained that the higher pressures 
observed at the middle region of the residual limb in the 
Seal-In liner could be due to the five seal rings around the 
liner, which provide an air-tight fit inside the socket.

Boutwell et al. (DBS 20) compared, in a crossover 
trial, a TSB socket in combination with either a 9 mm-
thick or 3 mm-thick liner [33]. They reported a signifi-
cant reduction in interface pressure over the fibular head 
(254 ± 155 kPa vs 352 ± 180 kPa, respectively) when 
using the 9 mm liner. Although not significant, interface 
pressure at the patellar tendon (237 ± 138 kPa vs 177 ± 
46 kPa, respectively) and the distal anterior tibia (278 ± 
118 kPa vs 254 ± 54 kPa, respectively) was lower for the 
3 mm liner than the 9 mm liner. Authors stated that there 
was a 26 percent reduction in interface pressure over 
bony areas using a thicker liner.

Weak evidence—In a single-subject study by Dou et 
al. (DBS 8), the interface pressure in a TSB socket with a 
6 mm-thick silicone liner was measured using the Novel 
pliance system [39]. Measurements were taken during 
walking on level ground, ascending and descending 
stairs, going up and down slopes, and walking on a non-flat
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road. The mean peak pressures over the patellar tendon, 
popliteal depression, lateral tibia, medial tibia, and anteri-
odistal tibia were 166.2, 182.7, 144.7, 76.6, and 175.9 kPa,
respectively. During ascending stairs, the mean peak 
pressure increased at the patellar tendon by 29.84 percent 
and during walking up a slope by 3.49 percent, while at 
other regions the mean peak pressure decreased. Maxi-
mum pressure occurred at the patellar tendon during 
ascending stairs with 215.8 kPa followed by 190.0 kPa at 
the popliteal depression while descending stairs. High 
pressure occurred at the patellar tendon followed by the 
popliteal depression and the anteriodistal tibia in most 
conditions. The authors also calculated the time pressure 
integral when pressure exceeded 90 percent of the maxi-
mal load (TPI 90+). TPI 90+ combines the time the tissue 
is loaded with the amount of load the tissue is subjected 
to. During level ground walking, TPI 90+ was 482.60 kPa 
for the patellar tendon; 321.60 kPA for the popliteal 
depression; 319.10 and 44.10 kPA for the lateral and 
medial tibia, respectively; and 107.70 kPa for the anterio-
distal tibia. During ascending stairs, the TPI 90+ 
decreased at the patellar tendon, lateral tibia, and anterio-
distal tibia while it increased substantially at the medial 
tibia. The authors concluded that the interface pressure 
during level ground walking cannot be highly predictive 
for stair or slope walking.

VAS. Weak evidence—Rogers et al. (DBS 11) com-
pared interface pressure at the fibular head and the distal 
tibia for three VAS sockets in a case study: one conven-
tional socket and two with different wall-compliant fea-
tures over the fibular head and the distal tibia [38]. The 
authors reported that throughout the stance phase the 
interface pressure over both locations was higher in the 
conventional VAS than in the sockets with compliant fea-
tures. The maximum interface pressure at the distal tibia 
occurred during midstance with 177.8 kPa for the con-
ventional socket, 88.4 kPA for the socket with compliant 
feature 1, and 97.9 kPa for the socket with compliant fea-
ture 2 (i.e., most compliant). The maximum interface 
pressure over the fibular head occurred during terminal 
stance and was 97.4 kPa for the conventional socket and 
33.9 and 25.9 kPa for the sockets with compliant features 
1 and 2, respectively.

PTB versus HS. Moderate evidence—In a cross-
sectional study, Dumbleton et al. (DBS 21) measured the 
interface pressure for HS IceCast and PTB sockets at var-
ious areas on the residual limb during walking [36]. They 
reported that the peak values during early stance, mid-

stance, and late stance at the anterior, medial, and lateral 
areas of the proximal region as well as the distal posterior 
region of the residual limb were significantly higher in 
the HS than the PTB socket, but the results’ variability 
(i.e., SD) was smaller in the HS socket. The authors 
explained that the smaller SD could indicate a more con-
sistent fitting of the HS sockets than the PTB sockets. 
Although the PTB socket had lower interface pressure, 
the pressure gradients were reported to be steeper. 
According to the authors, this may result in increased 
shear stress within the soft tissue of the residual limb. 
The authors pointed out that a uniform pressure distribu-
tion of the HS socket could not be confirmed by their 
results but highlighted instead that the pressure distribu-
tion showed a consistent pattern between the two sockets.

TSB versus VAS. Moderate evidence—Based on a 
randomized crossover trial by Beil et al. (DBS 21), the 
positive pressure impulse values of sensors located at the 
middle medial and lateral area, the medial and the lateral 
locations of the posterior distal area, and the posterior 
proximal area of the residual limb were smaller during 
the stance phase when using a VAS socket than a TSB 
socket with sleeve suspension [14]. Both sockets were 
undersized by 4 percent, and the same 10 percent under-
sized urethane liner was used. The overall average peak 
positive pressure during stance was lower with the VAS 
socket than the TSB socket with sleeve suspension (80.0 ±
23.77 vs 83.5 ± 25.17, respectively). The same was 
observed when analyzing the overall peak pressure and 
the peak pressures from the middle lateral sensor and 
from the posterior distal lateral sensor; all were signifi-
cantly smaller in the VAS socket. During swing phase, 
the negative pressure impulse and the peak and average 
peak pressure were, however, higher in the VAS socket 
(13.3, 36.3, and 26.5 kPa, respectively) than the TSB 
socket (10.5, 28.5, and 21.5 kPa, respectively). The 
authors explained that the lower positive pressure during 
stance and higher negative pressure during swing could 
result in less residual limb volume loss. Moreover, they 
reasoned that less pistoning within the VAS socket could 
be a result of the higher negative pressure observed dur-
ing swing phase. The authors also analyzed the relation-
ship between residual limb shape and negative pressure 
and reported that the residual limb taper was only moder-
ately correlated (r = 0.43) to the negative pressure, where 
negative pressure was higher in conical shaped residual 
limbs.
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Residual Limb and Socket Movement
Twelve studies evaluated residual limb and socket 

movements. One study was rated as having robust evi-
dence [13], nine as having moderate evidence [21,28–
32,43,49–50], and two as having weak evidence [34,44]

TSB. Moderate evidence—Based on a case series by 
Hachisuka et al. (DBS 23), pistoning, tightness of socket 
during walking, and ease of swing were regarded as 
“good” or “somewhat good” for TSB sockets with lami-
nated silicone liners by more than 75 percent of partici-
pants [49]. For more details regarding Hachisuka et al., 
please see the qualitative outcomes presented in “Sys-
tematic review of effects of current transtibial prosthetic 
socket designs—Part 1: Qualitative outcomes” (p. 491–
508).

Four crossover trials reported the difference between 
Seal-In and Dermo pin lock liners. Gholizadeh et al. 
(DBS 19) [34] and Eshraghi et al. (DBS 22) [29] mea-
sured the socket-liner pistoning movement during static 
standing position while distal traction loads (30, 60, and 
90 N) were applied to the prosthetic limb. Both studies 
used motion analysis systems to measure pistoning. Esh-
raghi et al. reported that maximum pistoning occurred 
after adding a 90 N distal traction load to the prosthesis 
and stated that the movement of Dermo liners in relation 
to the socket was significantly larger than with Seal-In 
liners: 5.8 ± 0.8 mm versus 2.8 ± 0.5 mm, respectively 
[29]. They reported further that TSB sockets with a distal 
magnetic liner showed smaller socket-liner movements 
than the Dermo liner but larger movements than the Seal-In 
liner. Gholizadeh et al. reported movements of 5 ± 1.5 mm
for the Dermo liner versus 2 ± 1 mm for the Seal-In liner, 
supporting participant reports of less skin stretch and 
more security with the Seal-In liner [34]. It was also 
stated that when distal traction loads were added to the 
prosthesis, participants felt greater comfort at the distal 
part of the residual limb with the Seal-In liner. In another 
study, Gholizadeh et al. (DBS 21) measured the socket-
liner vertical movement during gait for these two sys-
tems, using a motion analysis system for recording move-
ments [32]. Results showed that the maximum 
displacement was significantly larger for the Dermo liner 
(5.4 ± 0.6 mm) than for the Seal-In liner (2.5 ± 0.4 mm). 
This maximal displacement occurred during initial 
swing. Furthermore, participants reported more pistoning 
for a TSB socket with Dermo liner than a TSB socket 
with Seal-In liner (Prosthetic Evaluation Questionnaire 
[PEQ] score: 95.75 vs 72.5). Similar results were 

reported by Ali et al. (DBS 22) [30] and Eshraghi et al. 
(DBS 22) [29], where participants experienced less pis-
toning problems and were more satisfied with the suspen-
sion of a TSB socket with Seal-In liner than a TSB socket 
with Dermo liner. The socket rotation problem was not 
significantly different between the two suspension sys-
tems in Ali et al., while participants rated socket rotation 
to be less of a problem with a TSB socket with Seal-In 
liner than either a TSB socket with distal magnetic liner 
or a TSB socket with Dermo liner in Eshraghi et al.

Brunelli et al. (DBS 22) measured the pistoning 
movement between two different silicone liners and a 
TSB socket using digital photography methods [28]. The 
amount of pistoning during non–weight-bearing was sig-
nificantly different between the TSB socket with Seal-In 
liner (3.6 ± 3.1 mm) and the TSB socket with sleeve sus-
pension (7.5 ± 4.7 mm). When a 30 N axial load was 
applied, pistoning was larger with the sleeve suspension 
(12.4 ± 5.6 mm) than with the Seal-In liner (5.6 ± 3.1 mm).

Weak evidence—Tanner and Berke (DBS 12) mea-
sured vertical tibial translation and vertical soft tissue 
movement for a single participant when wearing a TSB 
socket with pin lock liner and a TSB socket with neo-
prene sleeve suspension [44]. Vertical tibia movement 
between the two different systems was similar: 31 mm 
for the pin lock liner and 36 mm for the neoprene sleeve 
suspension. However, the pin lock suspension system 
provided less distal soft tissue movement than the sus-
pension with neoprene sleeve (2 mm vs 20 mm).

Gholizadeh et al. (DBS 8) measured the amount of 
pistoning movement between the socket and the liner in a 
participant with bilateral amputation when wearing TSB 
sockets with Seal-In liners and TSB sockets with Dermo 
liners using digital camera photography [31]. After add-
ing 90 and 60 N distal traction loads, the authors reported 
4 and 2 mm pistoning with the Dermo liners compared 
with 2 and 1 mm pistoning for the Seal-In liners for the 
same loads.

PTB versus TSB. Moderate evidence—In a cross-
over trial, Yiğiter et al. (DBS 19) reported the amount of 
residual limb pistoning during stance and swing phase by 
measuring the movement of the socket brim in relation to 
a mark on the prosthetic sock [43]. Their results showed 
that the socket pistoning was significantly smaller in the 
TSB socket (4 mm) than the PTB socket (16 mm).

Based on a survey by Ali et al. (DBS 18), participants
were significantly more satisfied with the suspension of a 
TSB socket with Seal-In liner (PEQ score: 93.71) than 
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either the TSB socket with pin lock liner (PEQ score: 
81.72) or PTB socket with Pelite liner (PEQ score: 55.20) 
[50]. For more details regarding Ali et al., please see the 
qualitative outcomes presented in “Systematic review of 
effects of current transtibial prosthetic socket designs—
Part 1: Qualitative outcomes” (p. 491–508).

TSB versus VAS. Robust evidence—In a random-
ized crossover trial, Board et al. (DBS 24) reported that 
the axial movement of the liner and tibia in relation to the 
socket was significantly smaller in a VAS socket than in a 
TSB socket [13]. Results were obtained by adding loads 
to a prosthesis simulating normal walking and running. 
Differences were measured using X-rays. The liner and 
tibia movement was 1 and 5 mm, respectively, for VAS 
socket suspension and 33 and 44 mm, respectively, for 
the TSB socket. The distal tissue elongation (measured as 
the position of the liner in relation to the tibia) was not 
shown to be different between the two socket suspension 
systems.

Moderate evidence—In a randomized crossover trial, 
Klute et al. (DBS 22) measured the amount of pistoning 
between the limb and the socket during weight-bearing 
and non–weight-bearing conditions [21]. The participants 
were fitted with a VAS socket and a TSB socket with pin 
lock liner; movement was measured using a motion anal-
ysis system. Results show that the TSB socket had signif-
icantly larger pistoning (6 ± 4 mm) than the VAS socket 
(1 ± 3 mm).

Residual Limb Volume Control
Five studies reported the effects of VAS and TSB 

sockets on residual limb volume, from which one study 
was classified as having robust evidence [13], one as hav-
ing moderate evidence [21], and three as having weak 
evidence [35,42,47].

VAS. Weak evidence—In a crossover trial by Gos-
wami et al. (DBS 15), residual limb volume was mea-
sured after 18 min of walking using alginate casting and 
water-weighting techniques [42]. The results were com-
pared with the available volume of the VAS socket (78 kPa
pressure at the interface) to verify whether the residual 
limb retained or gained volume in excess of available 
socket volumes. Three different socket sizes were pre-
pared: undersized (15%), natural sized (7%), and over-
sized (+3%). The results showed that the residual limbs 
gained more volume in a VAS socket irrespective of 
socket size. The residual limbs gained the most volume 
in the oversized socket (11%). Subjects lost an average of 

2 percent of their volume in the undersized socket, 
although the socket was undersized by 15 percent. In the 
natural sized socket, residual limbs gained, on average, 
5 percent in volume. No pain, discomfort, or reddening 
of the skin were reported as a result of the volume gain 
within the residual limb.

TSB versus VAS. Robust evidence—In a random-
ized crossover trial, Board et al. (DBS 24) measured the 
residual limb volume before and after 30 min of treadmill 
walking (1.34–1.52 ms1) using a casting and water dis-
placement method [13]. The subjects were tested with a 
VAS socket, with its vacuum level set at 78 kPa, and 
with a TSB (non-VAS) socket. The authors reported that 
the residual limb gained an average of 3.7 percent vol-
ume in the VAS socket and lost 6.5 percent of its volume 
in the TSB socket.

Moderate evidence—In a randomized crossover trial, 
Klute et al. (DBS 22) measured residual limb volume 
after 3 wk of using a VAS socket (casting at 68 kPa) and 
a TSB socket with pin lock liner [21]. They used an opti-
cal scanner to determine volume changes. The residual 
limbs were scanned twice: before and after walking on a 
treadmill for 30 min at a comfortable walking speed. 
There were no changes in residual limb volume before 
(0.72 ± 0.12 L) and after (0.72 ± 0.12 L) treadmill walk-
ing using the VAS socket. The residual limb volume also 
remained unchanged after using the TSB socket with pin 
lock liner (0.69 ± 0.14 L and 0.68 ± 0.13 L for pre and 
post walking, respectively, corresponding with a 0.6% 
decrease). The results also show that doffing the prosthe-
sis resulted in residual limb volume increase. Postdoffing 
residual limb volume increased by 4.5 percent for the 
TSB socket after walking, 4.1 percent for the VAS socket 
before walking, and 6.3 percent for the VAS socket after 
walking. Fifty percent of volume change took place in 
less than 2 min after doffing the prosthesis, and 95 per-
cent of volume increase occurred within less than 8 min. 
The authors stated that neither walking nor socket type 
had a significant effect on residual limb volume changes.

Weak evidence—In a single-subject study by Ger-
schutz et al. (DBS 13), the effect of a VAS socket with 
two different negative pressures (–33.86 and –50.79 kPa) 
were compared together with a zero negative pressure 
socket, i.e., a TSB suction socket [35]. Postdoffing resid-
ual limb volume changes were assessed using an Omega 
tracer. After using the VAS socket, 0.8 percent increase 
in residual limb volume was observed after 10 min 
postdoffing compared with a 4.9 percent volume increase 
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for the TSB suction socket. The two negative pressure 
settings showed similar results. However, the lower pres-
sure setting produced a negative volume change that did 
not plateau after the 10 min measuring time. Further-
more, during the 3.5 mo of testing, a trend of decreased 
volume change was observed with the VAS socket. The 
participant stated that there was no need for residual limb 
volume management while using the VAS socket.

In a case series, Sanders et al. (DBS 13) examined 
the effect of a VAS socket on in-socket volume changes 
using bioimpedance [47]. They compared the results 
obtained with a TSB (non-VAS) socket and a TSB socket 
with pin lock system. Their results show that while using 
the VAS socket, the residual limb fluid increased during 
short-term walks in subjects not affected by any chronic 
diseases. However, the volume also increased while the 
vacuum was turned off or when a TSB socket with pin 
lock system was used for suspension. Two subjects who 
had chronic health complications (one with diabetes and 
the other with peripheral vascular disease) showed a 
decrease in limb volume after using elevated vacuum. 
However, the loss of limb fluid volume for the diabetic 
participant was less when using the VAS socket than 
when using the TSB socket with suction or pin lock. The 
authors also examined the effects of VAS socket on in-
socket volume changes when the vacuum was changed 
from low (25 kPa) to high (60 kPa). Results indicated 
that subjects showed an increase in limb volume with 
more elevated vacuum. Furthermore, the resistance of the 
limb tissue toward driving fluid out of the residual limb 
(i.e., volume decrease) was greater than driving fluid into 
the limb.

Wound Healing: VAS
Only two studies with weak evidence reported the 

effect of VAS sockets on residual limb wound healing 
[26,35].

Weak evidence—In a case series reported by Hoskins 
et al. (DBS 13), four participants with open wounds on 
the residual limb were fitted with VAS sockets [26]. The 
vacuum level was selected based on participant prefer-
ence and comfort (50.79 kPa for three participants and 
84.65 kPa for one participant). The average time for 
wound closure was 161.50 ± 29.44 d for an average 
wound size of 1.94 ± 0.4 cm2. The authors stated that 
participants were able to ambulate with a VAS socket 
when also having a wound on the residual limb (1.55–
2.41 cm2). The loss of vacuum, “improper use” of the 

prosthesis, and noncompliance with wound dressing pro-
tocols were stated by the authors as reasons for intermit-
tent progress in wound healing. The authors claimed that 
the use of VAS sockets may increase the odds of main-
taining a good socket fit by possibly decreasing the 
motion between the limb and socket, resulting in a 
decrease in mechanical forces and thus encouraging 
wound healing. Similar results were observed by Ger-
schutz et al. (DBS 13), where after 2 wk of VAS socket 
use in persons with diabetes, the wound decreased in size 
and changed colors; after 2 mo, it was completely closed; 
and after 3 mo, the coloration returned to normal [35]. 
The authors stated that similar wound sizes in diabetic 
patients usually take months to heal completely.

Energy Cost of Walking: TSB
One study with a moderate evidence level measured 

the energy cost of walking of users fitted with TSB sock-
ets and different liners [28].

Moderate evidence—Brunelli et al. (DBS 22) 
reported that the percentage difference of the energy cost 
of walking between TSB sockets with Seal-In liner and 
TSB sockets with sleeve suspension was in favor of the 
Seal-In liner: 10 percent reduction in energy cost for 
floor walking, 12 percent for walking on a level tread-
mill, 20 percent for walking on the treadmill with a 
12 percent incline, and 14.8 percent for walking on the 
treadmill with a 5 percent decline [28]. However, none of 
these differences reached significance.

Muscle Activity
Only one study with moderate evidence level evalu-

ated prosthetic socket design and its influence on muscle 
activity [45]

PTB. Moderate evidence—Isakov et al. (DBS 16) 
reported that in participants wearing a prosthesis with a 
PTB socket and SACH foot, the ratio of electromyogra-
phy (EMG) signals from biceps femoris/vastus medialis 
activities were larger on the prosthetic side than on the 
nonamputated side during the first half of stance phase 
[45]. However, during the second half of the stance phase 
and the entire swing phase, no significant differences 
were reported between prosthetic side and nonamputated 
limb for the EMG ratio of the biceps femoris/vastus 
medialis muscle signals.
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Time and Cost of Socket Manufacturing
Two studies measured the time and cost of socket 

manufacturing; one was scored as having robust evidence 
[24] and the other as having moderate evidence [22].

HS versus TSB. Robust evidence—Results of a ran-
domized controlled trial by Selles et al. (DBS 25) showed 
that manufacturing an HS Icex was significantly less time 
consuming than manufacturing a TSB socket (4.7 vs 11.3 h)
but the material costs were 1.5 times more expensive 
[24]. The number of postdelivery visits for the TSB 
socket group was significantly higher than for the HS 
socket group (4.42 vs 2.79).

HS versus PTB. Moderate evidence—Comparing 
HS Icex sockets with PTB sockets, Datta et al. (DBS 23) 
reported that the time for HS socket fabrication was 2.5 
times shorter while the socket cost was 2.5 times higher 
than for PTB socket manufacturing [22]. Participants had 
fewer postdelivery revisits during 3 mo for adjustments 
of HS sockets than they had for PTB sockets, but the 
number of adjustments was not statistically significant.

DISCUSSION

Twenty-seven studies summarizing the scientific 
work of 15 years were reviewed in terms of the effects of 
transtibial socket designs on various quantitative-related 
outcomes.

The findings of the review suggest that gait symme-
try is influenced by prosthetic socket design, in particular 
by socket suspension. In a PTB socket, a sleeve suspen-
sion or an SC wedge can result in improved gait symme-
try [51]. Gait symmetry can be improved further when 
users are fitted with a TSB socket [43], and the best gait 
symmetry was reported with VAS sockets [13]. HS sock-
ets were not different from TSB or PTB sockets for the 
analyzed gait parameters. Interestingly, the type of sus-
pension provided by the elastomeric liner (Seal-In vs 
sleeve suspension) and the liner material (urethane vs sil-
icone) used in TSB sockets seemed to have no effect on 
gait parameters [28,40] but a thicker liner could result in 
an increase in GRF in the prosthetic limb at early stance 
[33].

Generally, TSB sockets with elastomeric liners show 
reduced pistoning and thus improve suspension. Piston-
ing variability depends on the type of suspension system 
used in an elastomeric liner. Results with VAS sockets 
show the least pistoning and highest satisfaction with the 

suspension, followed by TSB sockets with Seal-In liners. 
Lower pistoning reduction than with Seal-In liners was 
observed by elastomeric sleeve suspensions [28] and the 
least pistoning reduction was reported by using pin lock 
liners [29,32]. Similar conclusions were made in a sys-
tematic review conducted on prosthetic suspension sys-
tems by Gholizadeh et al. [52]. However, what remains 
unclear is the effect of suspension systems on relative 
soft tissue displacement and tibia motion in relation to 
the prosthetic socket. Soft tissue displacement as well as 
tibia motion in relation to the socket could cause internal 
tissue shear stress and thus should be the focus of further 
research studies.

Robust evidence shows that the VAS socket resulted 
in increased step length and stance duration symmetry 
than TSB sockets. It is suggested that perhaps improved 
suspension, improved proprioception, and a more secure 
socket and residual limb coupling lead to these results 
[13–14]. Furthermore, VAS sockets seem to encourage 
wound healing. Results reveal that wound closures 
occurred while participants used these types of sockets 
despite the presence of wounds. In addition, VAS sockets 
have shown to manage residual limb volume loss over 
prolonged time periods [35]. Potential for wound healing 
and management of residual limb volume could be attrib-
uted to a smaller positive interface pressure during stance 
phase and a negative interface pressure during swing 
phase, which could draw fluid into the residual limb, 
especially in more conical-shaped residual limbs [14].

Two recent literature reviews evaluate evidence with 
regard to the effect of the VAS sockets. Based on their 
review, Kahle et al. reported that existing literature gives 
some evidence that VAS sockets can decrease pistoning 
and improve residual limb volume control and pressure 
distribution [53]. Sanders and Fatone also concluded that 
VAS sockets could improve the control of residual limb 
volume, especially in participants with a traumatic cause 
of amputation [5]. They pointed out that two factors had 
been neglected in the studies: (1) the effect of VAS sockets
on participants with comorbidities and/or other causes
of amputation than trauma and (2) the employment of
in-socket, real-time residual limb volume measurement 
technique to further assess the effect of VAS sockets on 
volume control. These two factors were later considered 
in a case series study with somewhat promising results in 
favor of the VAS socket [47].

With respect to the VAS effect on wound healing and 
function, Kahle et al. concluded that limited evidence 
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exists to show that this socket can increase wound heal-
ing [53]. This conclusion differs from that obtained in the 
current review. The dissimilarity could be due to the dif-
ferent population recruited in the studies included for 
review. We included studies that investigated persons 
with a mature residual limb (i.e., >6 mo of prosthesis 
experience), while Kahle et al. included studies that ana-
lyzed persons in relation to postamputation residual limb 
volume management. In addition, Kahle et al. reported 
that limited evidence exists on the VAS socket’s effect on 
“function.” However, the three studies Kahle et al. 
included to analyze function used different definitions for 
this term, showed different methods, had different popu-
lations, and applied various outcome measures. Given the 
inconclusive evidence on VAS sockets and their effect on 
various related outcomes, further research would be wel-
come investigating VAS sockets in comparison with 
other socket designs on different populations with well-
defined characteristics.

The current review also revealed that variability 
exists in interface pressure measurements between vari-
ous studies, perhaps because of differences in prosthetic 
componentry, prosthetic alignment, pressure measure-
ment equipment, and position of sensors [33]. Neverthe-
less, trends indicate that TSB sockets result in fewer 
pressure problems than PTB sockets [17]. In a PTB 
socket, the popliteal area experiences the highest pres-
sure, followed by the patellar tendon and the anterior dis-
tal tibia region. In a TSB socket, however, the pressure 
distribution depends on the liner used: pin lock liners 
show a so-called “milking effect” with high positive 
pressures occurring at the proximal region of the residual 
limb and negative pressure occurring at the distal area of 
the residual limb. This possibly causes the fluids to draw 
into the limb with each step taken [27,30,41]. The high 
pressure area for Seal-In liners seems to be typically over 
the middle part of the residual limb due to the five seals 
around the outer surface of the liner [30]. The thickness 
of the liner could be effective in reducing interface pres-
sure over bony prominences, as shown by Boutwell et al. 
[33]. Apart from accuracy and repeatability of the pres-
sure measurement tools and related procedures, the main 
challenge with the studies on interface pressure measure-
ment is the lack of knowledge about the pressure levels 
for an ideal socket fit. Although studies have been con-
ducted to measure residual limb load tolerance thresholds 
on limited regions of the residual limb, more research is 
required in this area [54–55]. For example, exploring 

extensive residual limb load thresholds under dynamic 
and static situations would allow for the development of 
accurate pressure maps, perhaps revealing patterns across 
different socket designs and liners in relation to various 
ADLs. Previous reviews highlighted that there is a lack 
of research to help the understanding of socket residual 
limb biomechanical interactions, which documents resid-
ual limb soft tissue pressure tolerance and discomfort 
thresholds and relates this information to age, sex, and 
pathologies [56–57]. Over a decade has passed since 
these conclusions have been published, yet the lack of 
knowledge and understanding of these fundamental fac-
tors continues. However, knowing these factors is of pri-
mary importance for improving socket designs, 
particularly when new materials and components are reg-
ularly introduced to and used in the field. Knowing soft 
tissue pressure tolerance and discomfort thresholds 
would also have a beneficial effect on the rigor of scien-
tific socket comparisons.

Interface pressure results related to Icecast HS sock-
ets show less variability and thus are considered to be 
more consistent than corresponding results from PTB 
sockets. However, Icecast HS sockets seem to produce 
higher pressure-related results than PTB sockets, occur-
ring mainly over the proximal residual limb. Neverthe-
less, it is suggested that Icecast HS sockets could reduce 
shear stress due to the smaller pressure gradients 
observed in the results [36]. The shape-capturing process 
for an Icex HS socket is thought to be more objective and 
thus repeatable than manual shape capturing, but studies 
on HS sockets are relatively scarce and more research is 
required to validate this concept. In addition, studies 
reported higher manufacturing costs associated with HS 
sockets but a shorter manufacturing time than PTB and 
TSB socket manufacturing. These results need to be 
interpreted with care because long-term cost-benefit 
ratios were not taken into account. For policy making and 
prosthetic service management, it would be useful to 
compare the cost of prosthetic services with related out-
come measures through health economic investigations. 
Research in this area is therefore also recommended.

The majority of studies have applied more than one 
outcome measure to compare different socket designs. 
Nevertheless, the results are often inconsistent, and clear 
information about the relationship between cause and 
effect is difficult to obtain. In addition, note that a statisti-
cally significant result may not necessarily translate into a
clinically meaningful socket fit and vice versa. Therefore,
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the challenge that remains is twofold: (1) addressing the 
lack of understanding of what constitutes a clinical ideal 
socket fit, and resulting thereof (2) addressing the 
methodical challenges. For example, addressing the lack 
of standards to measure the effect of a particular socket 
design on various levels: personal (e.g., comfort and 
pain), social (e.g., participation in ADLs), and cultural 
(e.g., integration into society). A socket has to provide a 
stable connection between the prosthesis and the residual 
limb via intermittent compliant soft tissue without jeop-
ardizing comfort. These two factors, i.e., stability and 
comfort, can be explored multidimensionally by several 
variables such as interface normal and shear stress, 
socket-residual limb movement, volume and shape adapt-
ability of the socket, residual limb blood supply, and 
pain. Because of the many evaluation possibilities these 
variables create, one has to first quantify clinically mean-
ingful thresholds, perhaps based on participant percep-
tion of “good” and “bad” socket fit conditions. Next, use 
this information to fine-tune or further develop biome-
chanical and/or patient-reported outcome measures to 
quantify inter- and intrasocket fit differences for testing 
of current or future socket concepts. Such a systematic 
approach seems to be the most challenging process for 
future socket fit measurement studies.

CONCLUSIONS

The included studies have low to moderate method-
ological rigor. Most studies were conducted on PTB and 
TSB sockets, with only a few studies conducted on VAS 
and HS socket designs. The VAS socket had the best sus-
pension of all reported socket designs, followed by a 
TSB suction socket, a TSB socket with sleeve suspen-
sion, and a TSB socket with pin lock liner. The least sus-
pension is provided by a PTB socket with sleeve 
suspension or a PTB socket with SC design. Based on the 
few studies available for VAS sockets, the results seem to 
indicate that they improve gait symmetry, control resid-
ual limb volume fluctuations, and seem to affect residual 
limb health positively compared with other socket 
designs. The HS socket, however, has not been shown to 
be different from a PTB or TSB socket when analyzing 
biomechanical outcomes in older users. But the HS 
design seems to have the potential to create a more con-
sistent socket fit, a variable that greatly influences the 
successful outcome of prosthetic fitting.

Using a systematic approach, future research should 
also focus on understanding the effect of socket fit altera-
tion on related biomechanical or patient-reported out-
come measures. Determining safe and comfortable 
pressure tolerant threshold(s) during various activities 
would further assist in clarifying comfort and related sat-
isfaction results.
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